Introducing a range of products made specifically for the Allegro Field Computer.

SKU: 891 WIRE CHAINER

Survey wire counter for CIS Pack Model FP-100, CIS Pack Model MP-100/MP-200 and CIS Pack CP-100. Wire Chainer will interface with American Innovation’s Allegro CX (Base-Trigon Pipeline Compliance Software and Allegro Field Computer), MC Miller Data Logger Gatherer One (G1), MC Miller SinCorder and MC Miller Sin-2. Direct mount to CPD’s CIS Packs and other Manufactures’ CIS Packs and Hip Packs. The Wire Chainer transmits pulses to data collector's software per surveyor’s programmed collection interval.

SKU: 883 COMBINATION CLOSE INTERVAL SURVEY AND GPS BACKPACK SYSTEM

Features American Innovation Allegro CS Field Computer with the Trimble GPS Path Finder Pro XRS Equipment and Backpack, and the MSES Corrosion Products Division’s Close Interval Survey Wire Tray, Pulsed Survey Wire Chainer, and Survey Meter Tray. This Combination Close Interval Survey and GPS Backpack System is ready for your survey needs.

Allegro CS Field Computer and Survey Wire spool not supplied. Customer to provide Trimble GPS Path Finder Pro XRS Pack.
SKU: 990 SURVEY METER TRAY SMT-100
Completely wired and ready to accept data collector/meter or test/data probes.

SKU: 980 SURVEY PROBE WITH DATA BUTTON SPB-100
The survey probe with data button is designed to accept most half-cells and connects to most 3-PIN data ports and/or data collector remote trigger port.
SKU: 985 SURVEY PROBE CONTINUOUS READING SPC-200

The survey probe continuous reading is designed to accept most half-cells and connects to most data collectors/meters. The pole is height adjustable and connects to the negative port of the Allegro field computer.

SKU: 715 DATA CANE MODEL DC-100

Fully wired and ready to use with 100 feet of reeled wire with Data Entry Button for interconnection with remote trigger port of the Allegro field computer. Data Collector and Half Cell not supplied with Data Cane.
SKU: 725 DATA CANE MODEL DC-250

Fully wired and adjustable data cane ready to use with 250 feet of reeled wire with Data Entry Button for interconnection with the remote trigger port of the Allegro field computer. Data Collector and Half Cell not supplied with Data Cane.

SKU: 884 HIP PACK MODEL HP-100

Fully enclosed waist mounted survey wire dispenser with pulsed wire chainer. Hip pack can accommodate a 1-mile spool of #30 awg, 1.5-mile spool of #32 awg, or 2.5-mile spool of #30 awg survey wire.